
INFLUENCER BASIC REQUIREMENTS
Thank you for your interest in working with us!
Though we wish we had unlimited numbers of JumpaRoos to send out for free upfront, we are limited due to its size and cost!
However, we have worked hard to come up with a program to make it possible to partner with as many people as we can.
Below are the requirements to be part of the program and details!

Minimum of 10,000 followers on Instagram and/or Facebook
Vertical falls into one or more of the following categories: Children, family life, preschool, Autism, elementary
school, sensory and motor skill development, etc.

If you fit the criteria above, here’s what we are looking for!

Requirements to receive commissions:

Must post a photos or videos of the Jumparoo on your social media channels and blog within 14 days of
receving the Jumparoo
Must post a photos or videos of the Jumparoo multiple times per year on Instagram and or Facebook 
Must agree to receiving emails periodically from JumpaRoo with additional incentives for posting again about us!
Must have a signed Contract and W9 on file with Jungle JumpaRoo

If you qualify based on the criteria above, here’s what we offer in exchange for your post:

We offer you the Large Jungle Jumparoo at wholesale upfront
Every time your code is used, we pay you an 5% commission on the purchase of the Jumparoo
Purchases are tracked via your custom affiliate link
Commissions are paid 30 days after the sale or when shipped if pre-order
Commissions will not be paid if we do not have a valid W9 on file 

If you meet these requirements and want to get started, we will send you access to our video/photo library OR a code to
purchase your JumpaRoo upfront if you choose that option. We will your affilate link and personal dashboard to track your
sales on LeadDyno! 

Requirements to be eligible:


